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A Little About 
Me

I’m Tim Combs
● Work as a web development 

educator with OpenClassrooms
● A new media artist using analog 

and digital technologies

My background
● Visual Arts 
● Teaching - 1st graders to adults
● Nonprofit and Community 

Organizing work



Why am I Here Hanging Out with Data Nerds?

● Met Mike at a Community Manager Meetup
● He suggested I check out Oregon Data Community

● Since I’m only familiar with SQL I learn something every month
● I am impressed by the balance between deep dives and more 

“personal” topics discussed here



What is 
Developer 

Advocacy?
Developer Advocacy is the field in 
which technical experts promote 

technologies direct to other 
technologists



Blogging, 
Advertising, & 
Social Media 
management

Marketing
Workshops, 
Webinars, & 

Documentation

Education
Create Tutorials, 
Code Samples, & 

Steward the 
Code

Creativity

Forum & 
Webinar 

management

Community 
Management

Often part of the 
Pre-Sales Funnel

Sales

Conduit between 
engineers & users 
at conferences & 

online

Customer 
Engagement

Six Pieces of Developer Advocacy
(B2D Relations)



Developer Advocates 
create marketing 

content by blogging, 
advertising and 

managing social 
media channels

Marketing



Developer Advocates teach 
technologists at meetups, 
conferences, webinars, & 

workshops, & are often 
responsible for writing 

documentation  

Education



Developer Advocates 
create “Hello World” 

examples and tutorials 
for common use cases, 

& are often the 
stewards of open 

source projects

Creativity



Developer Advocates 
are the “face” of a 
technology product in 
forums as moderators 
or contributors and 
often manage 
webinars and meetups

Community 
Management



Developer Advocates 
are often the pre-sales 
part of the sales funnel 

and sometimes take 
on the role of sales 

engineer

Sales



Developer Advocates 
connect the loop 
between engineers 
and users acting as a 
conduit for information 
about the product on 
and off-line

Customer 
Engagement



Why Developer 
Advocacy 

Now?
AGILE and Open Source have 

changed the way developers learn & 
share digital technologies



AGILE - 
Emphasis on 
Teams

● Teams pick the technologies they use
● Increasingly Teams find out about new 

technologies at conferences or through 
social media marketing

● “Flavors of the month” 
○ Arise because of personal decisions
○ And the accessibility of personalities 

in the Open Source community



Open Source 
- Good Code 
Is Shared 
Everywhere

● Open Source code has sped up 
development & adoption of new 
technologies

● Shared & Freemium is better than 
Premium

● In the early 2000s if you created a new 
technology that made a startup money 
scores of startups would build projects 
using that technology

● So “flavors of the month” really get 
“market share”



Agile, Open Source Collaboration Means Accessibility

Developers active on 
Twitter convince others to 
use their products 
because they:
● openly share 

information about their 
technology

● collaborate & promote 
associated 
technologies

● reason out their 
development timeline, 
often in real time.



Examples in the 
React 

Ecosystem
The React ecosystem is dynamic and 

growing because it fully embraces 
open source and the current state of 

development



● React is a JavaScript framework for 
building web apps

● Arguably the most popular
○ Easy to understand logic & syntax
○ Great templates for beginners
○ Creators and developers open to 

refactoring based on user input
○ Company willing to share & 

collaborate on projects
○ Vibrant ecosystem - many tools and 

frameworks built for & from React

What is React?



Dan Abramov

React Tech Personalities

Works at Facebook
React Developer

Created Redux

Sara Viera
Works at CodeSandbox
React/Gatsby Developer

10 - 20 Conferences a year



Dan Abramov Tweets



Why Am I Talking About JavaScript Again?

Web Development Bootcamps mostly 
teach an Open Source startup model 
of development
● Web apps are websites attached 

to databases
● MySQL or MongoDB databases 

that are easy to use
● Startup culture is predicated on 

quickly spinning up prototypes or 
Proof-Of-Concepts and worrying 
about scalability later.



What is Gatsby?

Gatsby is a React project 
that leverages what they 
call the JAMstack: 

○ Javascript
○ APIs
○ Markup

to create web apps which 
uses GraphQL as the 
database “system”



Sara Viera and GraphQL

● Sara Viera is a Developer Advocate for Code Sandbox
● I first saw her in a Youtube video teaching a Gatsby workshop 

at a React Coding Conference in Kiev, Russia
● CodeSandbox is a free online prototype templating web app 

with many common templates which are easily exported as 
finished projects

● To get CodeSandbox noticed Sara Viera goes around the world 
teaching React-friendly “Hello World” examples at conferences

● Again, teaching free workshops on technologies to produce 
interest in her company’s product



How GraphQL is Winning the West

● GraphQL is a database-agnostic query language 
●  An abstraction layer to declaratively fetch the data one wants
● GraphQL can “consume” multiple types of databases at the same time
● MongoDB, PostgreSQL, and MySQL with the appropriate tooling
● And JSON
● And YAML
● And Markdown files
● ALL AT THE SAME TIME
● It is very easy for both front-end developers and back-end developers to 

use because what you ask for you get
● And it is getting more traction every day because of how they have 

leveraged the React ecosystem & Gatsby
● It may be the next flavor of the month for code schools to teach newbies



Conclusion: Content is Still King
Because in this dynamic open source web development world, 
you only have a second to grab the attention of your potential 
client. Most web developers are under the age of 35. They are 
social media natives, the boundaries between work and life are 
very blurry for them. And many software developers learn web 
technologies first because of their ubiquity. The startup model is 
paramount.

So having a Developer Advocate meet a potential user of a free 
technology product where they hang out and giving them 
information about a common ecosystem they use is the best way 
of leading them back to your technology product.



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 

and infographics & images by Freepik. 

Thank You!
Tim Combs
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